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Dear Parents/Carers,
Obviously, we were all very disappointed with the result on Sunday however
we still participated in a fabulous ‘England’ day celebrating the fact that we
made it to the finals.
We have had a fantastic week in School participating in ‘Well Being’ week –
the children have been involved in various sporting events followed by many
mindfulness activities including yoga.
All the activities promoted our school ethos of ‘Belonging, Believing and
Becoming’.
I hope you all have a fabulous weekend in the sunshine.
Kind regards

Mrs Burrows
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Nursery and Reception
This week, has been well-being week and we have had lots of fun. On Monday,
we came in our red,blue and white clothes and celebrated England day. Freddy
Fit came to visit us and we took part in lots of fitness activities. We did
squats, star jumps, press ups and burpees! This made us very tired so we
enjoyed some mindfulness activities to help us cool down. Also, this week we
have taken part in yoga and skipping workshops.

Upper Key Stage 2
Wow! What a fun-filled week we have had! We really enjoyed celebrating England day on Monday. We
created a recipe for a good team player
in line with our school value of ‘believing and becoming’. We also read about the history of the Euros and
wrote our own goals which we wish to achieve. Then, we wrote on an England flag how we belong to England,
in line with our school value of ‘belonging’, as well as writing what we love about England. We also loved
Freddy Fit and the skipping workshop this week!

Lower Key Stage 2
We have had a really busy week. It started last Friday when they were
involved in a virtual singing concert with other Stockport schools and the
Stockport music service. This week they have studied artwork and the Ancient
Egyptians and have made papyrus. They then sketched and painted pharoahs
and hieroglyphs, practicing until they were happy. The final sketch was then
painted onto the papyrus. The results were amazing.
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ENGLAND DAY

All the children had a great day participating in ‘Freddy Fit’,
‘Peace At Last Yoga’ and various ‘England’ activities such as
‘what goes in a recipe to make a good team member’. The day
linked to our ethos of ‘Belonging, Believing and Becoming’;
diversity, respect and tolerance.

Birthdays
(12.7.21–18.7.21)

Well Being Week

As part of ‘Well Being
Week’ the children enjoyed
being involved in the
skipping workshops where
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Have a lovely day!

they participated in
challenges and learnt new
skills.

Good
Behaviour

Top
Learner

Lucas

Steven

For fantastic construction work.

RW

Ava

Ayub

For trying his best in everything.

RB

Rosie

Delilah

Y1

Alfie

Lewis

For trying super hard to complete
all of her well being challenges!
For trying his best in all lessons!

Y1/2

Aurora

Daisy

For super work in History and DT
this week!

Y2

Jasmine

Joseph

For developing fantastic Maths
skills!

Y3

Lola

Oliver M

Excellent Maths knowledge –
especially fractions!

Y3/4

Gospel

Bobby

For his brilliant artwork when
making papyrus paper.

Y4

Daisy

Ayda

Y5J

Buddy

Aaron

For her brilliant pharaoh artwork
and use of hieroglyphs based on
the Ancient Egyptians.
For excellent work and effort in
his independent writing!

Y5T

Jamie

Aroush

For always producing great work
and for being extremely helpful.

Y6

Sophie

Emmanuel

For completing the X-Challenge –
an amazing achievement!
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